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web the clouds ancient greek Νεφέλαι nephelai is a greek comedy play written by the playwright aristophanes a
lampooning of intellectual fashions in classical athens it was originally produced at the city dionysia in 423 bc and
was not as well received as the author had hoped coming last of the three plays competing at the festival that year
web the internet classics archive the clouds by aristophanes the clouds by aristophanes commentary many
comments have been posted about the clouds download a 86k text only version is available for download the web
overview the clouds is a comedic play written by the ancient greek playwright aristophanes it was first performed in
423 bce and satirizes the intellectual fashions of the time particularly the philosophical ideas of socrates web first
produced at the city dionysia of 423 bc the clouds is arguably aristophanes best known comedy though for all the
wrong reasons a critical assessment of sophistry in ancient athens the play satirizes and lampoons the city s
greatest philosopher socrates and may have contributed to his trial and execution about two decades web aug 17
2018   the clouds is a comedy written c 423 bce by the greek playwright aristophanes c 448 bce c 385 bce a failure
at the dionysia competition finishing third out of three it was revised later in 418 bce but never produced in the
author s lifetime web the clouds full play summary previous next strepsiades the father of spend thrift pheidippides
cannot sleep because he is worried about the debts that he has incurred because of pheidippides s expensive
passion for racehorses strepsiades calls in a slave to bring him his accounts so that he may tabulate his debts web
the clouds gr nephelai is a comedy by the ancient greek playwright aristophanes originally produced at the athens
city dionysia of 423 bce it is perhaps the world s first extant comedy of idea s and lampoons intellectual fashions in
classical athens



the clouds wikipedia Mar 31 2024
web the clouds ancient greek Νεφέλαι nephelai is a greek comedy play written by the playwright aristophanes a
lampooning of intellectual fashions in classical athens it was originally produced at the city dionysia in 423 bc and
was not as well received as the author had hoped coming last of the three plays competing at the festival that year

the internet classics archive the clouds by aristophanes Feb 28 2024
web the internet classics archive the clouds by aristophanes the clouds by aristophanes commentary many
comments have been posted about the clouds download a 86k text only version is available for download the

the clouds study guide sparknotes Jan 29 2024
web overview the clouds is a comedic play written by the ancient greek playwright aristophanes it was first
performed in 423 bce and satirizes the intellectual fashions of the time particularly the philosophical ideas of
socrates

the clouds by aristophanes greek mythology Dec 28 2023
web first produced at the city dionysia of 423 bc the clouds is arguably aristophanes best known comedy though for
all the wrong reasons a critical assessment of sophistry in ancient athens the play satirizes and lampoons the city s
greatest philosopher socrates and may have contributed to his trial and execution about two decades

the clouds world history encyclopedia Nov 26 2023
web aug 17 2018   the clouds is a comedy written c 423 bce by the greek playwright aristophanes c 448 bce c 385
bce a failure at the dionysia competition finishing third out of three it was revised later in 418 bce but never
produced in the author s lifetime

the clouds full play summary sparknotes Oct 26 2023
web the clouds full play summary previous next strepsiades the father of spend thrift pheidippides cannot sleep
because he is worried about the debts that he has incurred because of pheidippides s expensive passion for
racehorses strepsiades calls in a slave to bring him his accounts so that he may tabulate his debts

ᐅ the clouds aristophanes play summary analysis Sep 24 2023
web the clouds gr nephelai is a comedy by the ancient greek playwright aristophanes originally produced at the
athens city dionysia of 423 bce it is perhaps the world s first extant comedy of idea s and lampoons intellectual
fashions in classical athens
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